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BATTERIES ,  THE  MOST

IMPORTANT  SUBSYSTEM  IN  A

UPS

Atlantic Power Energy

When it comes to an uninterruptible power supply (UPS),

the battery is one of the most important subsystems but

can be one of the hardest to understand. In this article, we

have provided a breakdown of the role batteries play in a

UPS.

Along with a refresher on the fundamentals of a UPS, we’ll

be looking at battery management, battery configuration

and charging, as well as installation, environmental and

safety considerations.

This eBook is for you, the hands-on, technically-oriented

people in a business. To ensure we have a shared

understanding of the terminology being used, we’ve

included a glossary at the end.

As a brand we are committed to providing our clients with

highly efficient and appropriate solutions for each case. We

are aware of the importance of our solutions, which is why it

is a mission for us to understand the need before making a

proposal that provides benefits in the long term.

THE  ROLE  OF

BATTERIES

IN  A  UPS

W H Y  T H E  B A T T E R Y  I S  O N E  O F  T H E  M O S T
I M P O R T A N T  S U B S Y S T E M S ,  B U T  C A N  B E  O N E
O F  T H E  H A R D E S T  T O  U N D E R S T A N D ?
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Valve-Regulated Lead-Acid (VRLA)
Vented Lead-Acid (VLA)

Within lead-acid, there are still more
variations. It is important to focus on
two main form factors:

A good understanding of what a UPS is and how it

works is essential for getting to grips with the role the

batteries play.

The three main subsystems of a Uninterruptible

Power Supply (UPS) are:

1) Rectifier/charger – Converts alternating current (ac)

into direct current (dc) used to maintain the battery at

a constant state of charge.

2)Battery subsystem – Stores energy; includes multiple

cells, mounting equipment, protective devices, and

monitoring.

3)Inverter – Converts dc back into ac for consumption

by the critical load(s).

Other elements include such things as static bypass,

maintenance bypass, protective devices, controls, and

distribution equipment.

Of the three main subsystems, the battery is what

makes the system “uninterruptible”. Depending upon

the system design, the battery can constitute as much

as 50% of the cost of the UPS. Without a reliable

battery, the operation of the entire data center or

mission critical loads can be put at risk. Power

interruptions are rare and unpredictable, but when

they occur they can disrupt the entire business or

operation. Costs of downtime can range from

hundreds to millions of dollars, depending upon the

mission of the data center or critical loads.

It is the nature of a battery subsystem to be composed

of many connected parts such as cells and

interconnecting cables. Each cell is likewise made of

components such as plates, containers, separators, and

electrolyte. Failure of one or more of any component(s)

can impact the performance of this critical subsystem.

Usually there is no visible indication that a failure is

imminent. That is why particular attention is paid to

monitoring and maintenance.

AN  OVERVIEW

Batteries are available in a sometimes

bewildering range of technologies, including

lead-acid, nickel- cadmium, lithium ion,

lithium-sulfur, aluminum-ion, nickel-metal, and

more. Of all these, lead-acid  continues to be

the battery of choice in about 95% of all UPS

applications. The reasons: price, availability, and

proven performance.

BATTERY  TYPES

Valve-Regulated Lead-Acid (VRLA) is the most

popular because of its convenience of use.

·      

Vented Lead-Acid (VLA), also known as

“flooded lead-acid” or “wet cell,” is still used in

some UPS applications, especially those in the

megawatt range
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The old adage goes, ‘You can’t manage what you can’t

measure.’ The two functions, while intertwined, are

separate.

Managing a battery allows you to know the “state of

health” of a battery at any given moment. We can

measure things such as temperature, voltage, current,

and resistance. As batteries grow older they lose the

ability to perform. This ability to perform is usually

expressed as “back-up time.” A battery that originally

was able to support load “X’ for fifteen minutes might

deteriorate to only supporting the same load for twelve

minutes. Generally speaking, when a lead-acid battery is

able to deliver only 80% of its original capacity, it is time

to replace the battery. Battery replacement can be very

expensive in both labor and material, so it is desirable to

postpone such an event for as long as possible 

By properly measuring and understanding a battery, we

can make predictions about when a failure is likely to

occur and take proactive measures. 

The purpose of this article is for the reader to be able to

talk intelligently about UPS batteries and understand

how to maximise the investment in a battery system.

Managing a battery well helps prolong
the life of the battery.

We pointed out that lead-acid batteries are the

preferred method of energy storage for UPS

systems in about 95% of all  applications. We

also stated that lead-acid batteries can be split

into two main categories or technology types:

valve-regulated or vented. 

Before getting into the technical details of

each technology, it is important that we are

clear on two terms:

MONITORING  VERSUS

MANAGING

BATTERY

CONFIGURATIONS  IN

MISSION  CRITICAL

APPLICATIONS

BATTERY  TYPES
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Cell: A cell is the basic electrochemical building

block of a battery. It is in a container (sometimes

referred to by the slang term “jar”) holding

positive electrodes, negative electrodes, and

electrolyte. A container can be single-cell or

multi-cell. For example, a common 12-volt battery

unit contains six 2-volt cells in series inside a

single container. The “battery” manufacturer’s

specifications apply only to cell units.

Battery: A battery is one or more cells connected

in series, parallel, or both, to provide the required

operating voltage and current levels required by

the load equipment. In other words, the user or

integrator assembles the cells (frequently at the

owner’s site) to create a battery. A UPS battery

can consist of dozens or even hundreds of cells.

“Sealed” construction – The VRLA cell is usually

sealed, so it does not release flammable

hydrogen gas and oxygen under conditions of

normal use. As the name implies, it has a “valve”

that can open and release gas when internal

pressure exceeds a specified level such as under

fault conditions. This means that the ventilation

requirements are not as rigid as they are for

vented lead-acid cells (discussed below)

Reduced maintenance - Because the cell

container is opaque, visual inspection of liquid

levels is not required. Likewise, it is not necessary

to periodically add liquid to the electrolyte. Gases

created during electrolysis are recombined

inside the cell rather than being released into the

air.

Immobilised electrolyte – VRLA has no free-

flowing liquid electrolyte.

Smaller footprint – VRLA only holds about ten

percent of the amount of electrolyte required in

a comparably-rated vented cell. 

 

Valve-regulated lead-acid (VRLA) cell — VRLA is the

technology of choice in the majority of UPS

applications for a number of reasons:

That makes the cells or multi-cell unit quite

a bit smaller.

Easier assembly – Because the unit has no

liquid electrolyte, it is possible to install

VRLA units upright or sideways. VRLA

batteries can be enclosed in a cabinet or on

racks.

VRLA  TRADE-OFFS :

Low temperature tolerance – High internal

and ambient temperatures can accelerate

the evaporation of electrolyte thereby

leading to premature failure and/or

overheating known as “thermal runaway.”.

Shorter life – VRLA cells typically must be

replaced more frequently than vented cells.

Material, labor and recycling costs must be

factored into the purchase decision.
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Battery rooms – VLA batteries can only be

installed in dedicated rooms with ventilation

systems that exhaust battery fumes to the

outside of the building rather than circulate

inside.

Large footprint – VLA cells are only installed

upright on open battery racks. The installed

footprint can be as much a twice that of VRLA·

Floor loading – VLA cells are mostly lead and

liquid electrolyte, which makes them very heavy

and difficult to install on the upper stories of

buildings.

Spill hazard – Because of the large amount of

liquid electrolyte in a VLA, spills and leaks are

always a concern. The active ingredient in

electrolyte is sulfuric acid, which is corrosive.

Longer life – The service life of VLA cells will

typically last two to three times longer than

VRLA.

Greater visibility – Cell containers are

transparent, so it is possible to visually inspect

what is happening inside a cell and take

corrective action such as adding more water to

the electrolyte.

Low risk of thermal runaway. Because of the

high liquid electrolyte content, dry-out is

unlikely with scheduled maintenance.

Vented lead-acid (VLA) cell – Historically VLA’s

were the preferred battery technology before the

appearance of VRLA. As the name implies, the

VLA vents continuously into the surrounding air.

Some of the reasons for continued use of VLA’s,

particularly in large (megawatt) applications,

include:

VLA  TRADE-OFFS :

INSTALLED  FORM  FACTOR

Battery racks - Both VRLA and VLA can be

installed on open racks that allow easy access for

inspection and servicing. Racks are usually multi-

tier or multi-step to reduce footprint. The trade-

off is greater floor loading. Because of the

potential of human contact with a dangerous

electrical hazard, open racks must be in rooms

only accessible by trained and authorised

personnel.

Battery cabinets - Only VRLA can be installed in

cabinets. Because cabinets can have locked

doors, the cabinets do not have to be in battery

rooms; they can be installed directly adjacent to

the UPS system and/or the information

technology equipment. This eliminates the need

for long dc cabling. Battery cabinets can be

made to be indistinguishable from IT equipment

cabinets. They must be properly ventilated to

ensure no accumulation of hazardous gas.

As mentioned above, batteries can be installed in

two configurations.

·      
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Condition #2 represents most stationary

applications in which a charger is always available

but is basically turned off much of the time. When

the stored voltage reaches a lower threshold, the

charger automatically kicks in. The battery might

never be charged back to 100% of its rated value.

The most common applications for intermittent

charging are in renewable energy such as wind

and solar. When the renewable energy source is

available (such as the sun during the day or on a

windy day), the battery is charged. At night, or

when the wind dies down, energy is pulled back

out of the battery. This type of application is known

as “cycling service.” Both the battery and the

charger must be designed specifically for this type

of service.

As early as the 1990’s engineers were looking for a

way to utilize intermittent charging for UPS. They

observed that lead-acid batteries in cycling

applications (i.e., long periods of slow discharge

followed by a period of high recharge) seemed to

last longer than batteries kept on continuous float

charge. The argument in favour was that

continuously charging a battery can have a long-

term negative effect on the battery leading to

reduced lifetime.

The idea was that allowing the battery to “rest” and

then giving it a charge can help prevent grid

corrosion and prolong battery life. However, this is a

controversial topic as there is very little scientific

test data to support this concept for UPS

applications.

The arguments against intermittent charging fall

into three camps. First, allowing the battery to

discharge to a low threshold before it is recharged

means that the battery is rarely fully charged. What

happens if the battery is called upon when it is at

its lowest level? The battery would have to be

oversized to compensate for the lost minutes.

IEEE 1881 defines intermittent charging as “A non-

continuous charging regime, based on:

1) availability of the charging source; or

2)application of the charge by a permanently

powered source.”

Condition #1 above can best be observed in

portable devices, such as cell phones and tools,

where the battery spends most of its time

disconnected from a charger until its state of

charge shrinks to the point where the devices

must be connected to a charger. A built-in battery

monitor, such as in a cell phone, may warn the

user that the voltage is getting critically low, at

which point the user can physically connect to the

battery to a charger and leave it until the battery

gets back to 100% of capacity.

Charging regimes can generally be categorized

into two types: intermittent and float.

BATTERY  CHARGING  REGIMES

INTERMITTENT  CHARGING
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eceives minimum voltage; i.e., just enough to keep it

fully charged. In the event of a discharge caused by

an ac power failure or intentional discharge testing,

a higher voltage is applied to bring the battery back

to full charge as quickly as possible. The period from

the initiation of charging to the onset of gassing is

known as “bulk charge,” during which charge is

returned to a battery at high efficiency.

Charging a lead-acid battery normally does not

generate hydrogen and oxygen gas until the battery

nears full charge, typically at about 90% of its

capacity. This level is achieved relatively quickly. 

For example, a battery discharged for ten minutes

might be recharged to 90% of capacity in ten times

the discharge time, or one hundred minutes (1.6

hours). Because gassing is undesirable, charging

voltage is automatically reduced until the battery

reaches 100% of capacity. 

 

That last ten percent, known as the “finishing rate,”

can take as long as twenty-four hours. The rest of the

time the battery sits at “float” rate, the lowest

voltage. There are too many variations of these two

charging regimes to describe here.

For example, some might use constant current

charging instead of constant voltage charging

(although the latter is the dominant method).

Chargers must be able react to irregular conditions,

such as thermal runaway or equalizing conditions

What charging method is being
used
What is the battery warranty?

Recommended user actions - Ask the
UPS manufacturer:

¿What charging method is being used - UPS

manufacturers might not always volunteer

this information unless asked. If an external

monitor expects to see constant float voltage

and instead sees lower voltage because the

charger is in “rest” mode, it could cause false

alarms.

What is the battery warranty - If the battery

warranty is not provided by the UPS

manufacturer, find out if the battery

manufacturer’s warranty is affected. Some

battery manufacturers treat intermittent

charging as excessive cycling and will void

the warranty.
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One variation of intermittent charging is known

as “pulsed charging,” in which the charger

switches on and off several times per minute (or

per second). 

The theory is that the amount of time “on charge”

can be cut significantly without lowering the

actual state of charge. While theoretically feasible,

science

has yet to validate this claim and, in fact, suggests

that pulse charging actually stresses the battery,

similar to the damaging effects of ac ripple. We

are not aware of any UPS manufacturers using

pulse charging today. 

Third, the impact on the connected dc load (such

as a UPS inverter) must also be considered to

ensure that it can tolerate constant swings in

available dc voltage. 

Another consideration is that some battery

manufacturers will not warrant their batteries

when they are charged via intermittent charging.Second, connecting and disconnecting the

charger makes continuous monitoring very

difficult, both for the battery and for the charger.

Many variations of intermittent charging are in

use today. Some let the battery “rest” (or “idle”) for

a few hours, whereas others may “rest” for as long

as a few days or weeks. Another variation on UPS

design deliberately schedules periodic partial

discharge-and-recharge on a monthly basis. The

actual rate of discharge under a given load is

compared to the predicted rate of discharge to

calculate the probable life remaining in the

battery. Monitoring the state of charge can be

very complicated under such a variety of

conditions. The ohmic measurement data that is

collected will vary  depending upon where the

battery is in the charge/recharge cycle. For

example, is the charger on or off? The ohmic data

will vary depending upon how recently the

battery has been charged.

FLOAT  SERVICE

Float charging (sometimes called trickle

charging) is far and away the most common

charging regime for stationary UPS applications.

The battery spends the majority of the time on

float charge with infrequent

discharge. A constant-voltage charge is applied

to the battery to maintain it in a fully charged

condition, while minimising degradation or water

consumption. Unless the UPS is hit with a series

of ac power outages in rapid succession, the

battery is almost always at 100% of its capacity.

Float charging makes it relatively easy to monitor

the state of charge in real time. The monitor can

ensure that the voltage being applied to the

battery from the charger is appropriate for the

charge status. 99% of the time the battery 
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When we speak of temperature, we must understand

that there are two primary temperature conditions:

ambient temperature (i.e., room or air temperature)

and internal temperature (i.e., electrolyte temperature).

Of the two, internal temperature is more important. Of

course, ambient temperature can cause a change in

internal temperature, but the rate of change in internal

temperature lags well behind the external

temperature. 

For example, daily outdoor temperatures might vary by

six degrees (°C) between night and day, whereas the

internal temperature of a battery exposed to the

ambient swings might only deviate by one or two

degrees. Conversely, internal temperature can be

driven up by factors unrelated to ambient temperature

(to be discussed later).

igh temperature can have a short-term benefit of

pulling more energy out of the battery, but at the cost

of reducing the life of the battery. Conversely, cold

temperature can improve the lifetime of the battery,

but at the cost of reducing the energy that be pulled

from it. The biggest problem with high temperature is

dehydration (evaporation of electrolyte) discussed

below.

You will hear, “For every 10 °C of
average temperature above 25 °C the
life of the battery is reduced by 50%.”

Temperature tolerance

Dehydration

Thermal runaway

Cycling ability

Overcharging

Under-chargin

Contamination

Typical service life expectations

The roll of catalysts

We will go into more depth about how, when and why

a lead-acid battery might be made to fail prematurely. 

Most conditions are preventable with proper

monitoring and maintenance. This list is not all

inclusive, but some of the main considerations are:

Battery manufacturers specify the optimum

operating temperature for the battery, usually

25 °C, and all promises about life are predicated

on that. The effect of temperature is generally

expressed in terms of half-life.

Such claims sometimes don’t say it, but they

refer to internal temperature. Short excursions,

such as an occasional increase from 25 °C to 30

°C for a few hours can be tolerated, but

average temperatures above optimum for

weeks or months at a time will definitely

shorten the life.

FAILURE  MODES  IN  

LEAD-ACID  BATTERIES

TEMPERATURE

DEHYDRATION

Vented batteries (sometimes called “flooded”

batteries) evaporate all the time, but they are

designed to make it easy to know when the

electrolyte level is dropping and to replenish

with water. 
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VRLA batteries, sometimes called “starved

electrolyte” or “immobilised electrolyte (or

erroneously termed “sealed lead- acid” [SLA] or

“maintenance free”), have far less electrolyte than a

vented battery, and the cell container is opaque so it

is impossible to see what is happening internally.

Under ideal conditions the products of evaporation

(oxygen and hydrogen) are recombined into water

inside the battery. 

However, the VRLA valve can release gas under high

temperature or high internal pressure conditions. An

occasional “burp” is normal and is usually of no

consequence.

The concern is with extended release of gas. Once

released the gasses are lost forever and the battery

will dry out. That is why the nominal life expectancy

of a VRLA battery is about half the life of a VLA

battery. It is also why VRLA is frequently referred to

as “low maintenance” (i.e., frequent electrolyte

replenishment is not required). 

Dehydration is the natural consequence of old age.

Premature dehydration is a failure condition which

can lead to other failure modes.

Temperature-compensated charging is the

most common. It requires temperature sensors

to be strategically placed on cells throughout

the battery. 

As temperature increases, charging voltage

decreases proportionately, until charging

ceases altogether. Some UPS and external

battery chargers are capable of temperature-

compensated charging, but battery

temperature sensors are frequently provided

only as an option.

Cycling service refers to operation in which it is

anticipated that the battery cycles frequently

with minimum time on float charge, which is

common in stored energy systems such as

wind, solar, or installations supplied by an

unreliable grid. UPS operation, by contrast,

assumes that the battery will be on float

charge for almost all of its life. A “cycle” means

that the battery is discharged and then

charged back to its full capacity. 

Every discharge takes life out of the battery.

Some battery types can only tolerate a few

cycles in the life of the battery. Others can

tolerate thousands of short discharges, but

fewer deep discharges. The battery selection

process (prior to purchase) should consider the

reliability of utility power and therefore the

probability of frequent cycling.

Thermal runaway is a catastrophic failure. IEEE 1881

defines thermal runaway as: “A condition that is

caused by a battery charging current or other

process, which produces more internal heat than

the battery can dissipate.” 

For example, excess charging current (caused by

internal short or improper charging) creates heat.

Heat creates resistance. Resistance creates more

heat. This cycle can continue until heat is so high

that the cell dries out and catches fire or melts.

Several means are available to detect and preclude

thermal runaway early in the cycle. 

THERMAL  RUNWAY

CYCLING  ABILITY
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Overcharging can dramatically
shorten the life of a battery and, in
worst case, can lead to thermal
runaway. Monitoring systems should
be able to detect and alarm
overcharging conditions.

“Battery life” is a nebulous term that is often

exaggerated by marketing people who use

terms such as “design life or “useful life.”

Service life is the only one that matters to a

user and is defined by IEEE 1881 as, “the period

of useful operation under specified conditions,

usually expressed as the time period or

number of cycles that elapse before the

ampere-hour capacity falls to a specified

percentage of the rated capacity.”

So if you anticipate that your battery will

experience a lot of discharges and/o will be

exposed to a lot of heat and/or will be poorly

maintained, the service life of your battery will

be significantly shorter than the same battery

under optimum conditions. For small ampere-

hour, high-rate VRLA batteries (i.e., UPS

batteries), service life might be only around

three years. Larger VRLA batteries might get

around eight- to-ten years.

Properly maintained VLA batteries
might get in excess of fifteen years
of service conditions.

Contamination of electrolyte is extremely rare

in VRLA batteries and is usually a factory

defect. Sedimentation and spalling can occur

in an aging battery. 

Contamination is more of a concern for VLA

batteries when periodic replenishment of

water to the electrolyte occurs (for example,

using tap water instead of distilled water).

Overcharging is any excessive charge that results

in damage to a cell or battery. It can be the result

of human error (i.e., setting the wrong parameters

on the charger), or charger failure. In UPS

applications, charging voltage varies depending

upon the stage of charging. For example, initial

charging following a discharge is at a higher

voltage (referred to as “bulk charge”) than at

standby (referred to as “float charge”).

OVERCHARGING

UNDERCHARGING

As the name implies, undercharging means

applying less voltage over time than is necessary

to maintain a cell at a desired state of charge.

Over a long time (e.g., weeks or months),

undercharging will result in the loss of battery

capacity and/or shorter battery life due to self-

discharge

CONTAMINATION

TYPICAL  SERVICE   LIFE  

 XPECTATIONS
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A catalyst is a device added to the vent of a VRLA cell to improve the hydrogen-oxygen recombination

process inside the cell, thereby reducing dry out and extending the life of the battery. Some battery

manufacturers include catalysts in the design of their cells, thereby increasing the initial cost of the

battery. Catalysts can sometimes be field-installed as an after-sale accessory and can sometimes

rejuvenate an aging battery. 

Caution is suggested, however, as field modifications introduce the possibility of human error and/or

contamination, and should only be performed by factory-trained technicians.

Your Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) system is the heart of your backup power. A single faulty

battery within a string of UPS batteries creates a risk of downtime for critical load operations. The main

concern for a battery bank is the environmental conditions where it is installed. 

When making a decision to buy a UPS system or replacement of batteries, it is important to ask about its

origin, manufacturing certifications, if the battery brand is approved by world-renowned UPS

manufacturers, environmental certifications and to obtain information about of manufacturing

automation, as well as whether the initial charging process was performed by sampling or not. 

Once the batteries have been installed it is important to supervise that the ambient temperature does

not exceed 25 degrees Celsius (75 F), carry out periodic eye inspections to check that there are no cracks,

spills, measure the resistance of the interconnections, the floating voltages, etc. 

Better if you have a BMS System (Battery Monitoring System) that is continuously monitoring and

measuring variables such as impedance, temperature, voltages, etc.

CATALYSTS

CONCLUSIONS
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